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Chapter 1 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book Review
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Collection 13 Books Set (Double Down, Old School, Hard Luck,Third Wheel, Cabin fever, The
Ugly Truth, Dog Days, Do-It-Yourself Book, Diary of A Wimpy Kid,Rodrick Rules.

He spent his childhood in the Washington, D. He attended the University of Maryland. After then when he
published it online on Funbrain. This was actually a story about a middle school weakling named Greg
Heffley. Jeff worked on the book for six to eight years before showing it to the publishers or publishing it
online. Then finally in , Jeff signed a multi-book deal with publisher Harry N. The first book of Diary of a
Wimpy Kid was published in and very it was quite amazing that it became an instant the bestseller. Just a year
later, round about , copies were printed in the United States of America alone, And now there are nearly
million copies of the series in printed form worldwide. This Book Series has remained on the New York
Times bestseller lists since the publication of the first book for this series, round about more than weeks total,
and more than on the series list. The books are currently available in 61 editions in 52 languages. Diary of a
wimpy kid Characters 1. Gregory Heffley image source: He is one of the best friends of Rowley Jefferson and
he is known for his misadventures throughout his school. And actually has trouble with his family, his friends,
and his local middle school. He actually is very concerned about that how popular he is at his school, and he
desires a lot about being a rich and famous person when he grows up. He Faces many challenges, Gregory
attempts to handle them very cleverly, but unfortunately, his stunts often backfire on him. However, they see it
as a way to get rich. He has a larger than average frame. He is always following Greg and willing to do what
he tells him, including dangerous things. Rowley Jefferson goes on vocations most of the time, which makes
Greg annoyed by this. Jefferson is a loyal friend of Greg, but he sometimes behaves like in an immature or
childish type boy. He also put on an unusual dress. Jefferson gets a note that says he is a kinda cute because of
his pimple from all the girls: P, but Greg is a bit jealous of his pimple so he writes a fake letter to him ;.
Jefferson has not really grown up. Rowley Jefferson appears in the fifth book The Ugly Truth , but his
friendship with Greg deteriorates. Eventually, they make up. Like Greg, he dislikes Fregley. However, Greg
gives up to start his own comic strip and hands Zoo Wee Mama to Rowley Jefferson, and it becomes a
success. After that, however, Rowley Jefferson claims that Greg had nothing to do with the comic strip. In the
movie series, Rowley Jefferson is portrayed by Rob Capron 3. Manny Heffley Manny Heffley is another main
character in this novel which is the little brother of Greg. He actually is a three years old toddler brother of
Greg. Manny never gets in trouble no matter what, even when he really deserves it. He is just getting toilet
trained. Mostly because he throws extreme tantrums to get whatever he wants heheh: He was like having its
own world. Manny has told on Greg for things he saw before talking age, such as breaking a sliding glass
window, which had occurred two years before. Manny accidentally eats the string and cries because of it.
Rodrick is kind of a problematic for Greg. Diary of a wimpy kid Book Series in Sequence Book 1: This was
first released on April 1st, And endorsed and liked by a huge number of kids and parents. Book 2 Rodrick
Rules: The second book of this series was Diary of a wimpy kid Rodrick Rules: Book 3 The Last Straw: Now
then came up the fourth one with title Diary of a wimpy kid Dog Days: This book was comprised of pages.
Book 5 The Ugly Truth: Then comes the next one which was, of course, the fifth one with the title Diary of a
wimpy kid The Ugly Truth: Book 6 Cabin Fever: And then the sixth book of this series with the title Diary of
a wimpy kid Cabin Fever: After this, in the seventh book of this series was released with the title Diary of a
wimpy kid The Third Wheel: Book 8 Hard Luck: The eighth book of this series by the name Diary of a wimpy
kid Hard Luck: Book 9 The Long Haul: The ninth book of this series with the name Diary of a wimpy kid The
Long Haul: Book 10 Old School: After this, the tenth book of this story with comes up with the name Diary of
a wimpy kid Old School: Book 11 Double Down: Then the eleventh book of this novel comes with the title
Diary of a wimpy kid Double Down book 11, which was published on November 1, Book 12 The Gateway:
All of these books are also available in PDF format as well, you can simply search in this site by typing diary
of a wimpy kid book 12 pdf Book 13 The Meltdown: The upcoming Book will be the 13th book of the Diary
of a Wimpy Kid book series. And It was confirmed by Jeff Kinney through his Twitter account in a response
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to a fan question that a 13th book would be made this year. Good News about Diary of a wimpy kid book 13
Release date: Here is the Good News for all the Diary of wimpy kid series lovers that the Release Date of the
book 13 has been announced which is 30 of October You can See and buy this from here. Whatever you do,
you make sure you put it someplace with you safe after you finish. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul
movie The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: There are lots of surprises and lots of twists and turns. Hit the road with
author and illustrator of wimpy kid series and get a behind-the-scenes look at the making of the latest 20th
Century Fox movie, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Find out what it takes to record a flock of seagulls invading a
minivan. Learn more about a robot pig and an animatronic 3-year-old. And find out everything that goes into
making a feature movie. Complete this with exclusive set images, storyboards, infographics, and original
cartoons by the writer of wimpy kid book series the Jeff Kinney, The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: Which of
course makes is one of the most successful films of the year. Now that was just the beginning of the story.
Diary of a wimpy kid: Relive all your favorite moments from the book that started it all, with this collectible
version printed on premium paper and with a bold new design. After its launch in May on a website called
Funbrain. This year, it is averaging 70, readers a day. This book is available on many websites and its official
website is wimpykid.
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Chapter 2 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid Series by Jeff Kinney
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Set Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Rodrick Rules, The Last Straw, Dog Days, The Ugly Truth, Cabin Fever,
The Third Wheel, Hard Luck, The Long Haul and Old School.

He has a little brother, a toddler named Manny, who is "spoiled rotten" because he gets everything he wants
and also gets away with everything he does wrong. During the first day of school, Greg is immediately
rejected and is forced to sit with another outcast named Fregley, from whom Greg tries to keep "a safe
distance". He is initially unsure whether his best friend Rowley Jefferson will be able to fit in, as he considers
Rowley to be immature. However, Greg strongly believes that he can become popular. He and Rowley decide
to take part in wrestling at school, although Greg quits after losing a match against Fregley. On Halloween,
Greg and Rowley go trick-or-treating, but are challenged by teens who spray Greg and Rowley with a
water-filled fire extinguisher. After getting few presents for Christmas, Greg decides to play a game with
Rowley in which Rowley must ride a bike while Greg tries to knock him off. When Rowley goes to school
with a plaster cast, the girls take care of him carrying his books, feeding him food which makes Greg jealous.
One day, as Greg is walking the kids by himself he chases the young children after scaring them with a stick
with worms on it. Rowley is suspended from the safety patrol. Greg later decides to confess the truth, but
Rowley has already informed on him, resulting in their friendship breaking off. Greg tries to befriend Fregley
to make Rowley jealous, although he is uncomfortable around Fregley. Resorting to auditioning for the school
play based on The Wizard of Oz Greg lands the role as a tree, while Patty Farrel is cast as Dorothy, the
protagonist of the novel. Greg becomes too nervous to sing, confusing the other "trees" who also fail to sing.
Patty gets frustrated and angers Greg, who throws props at Patty, and then everyone gets in the fight, ending
the play in chaos. They get into an awkward fist-fight. While they are fighting, the teens who chased them at
halloween are drawn to the chaos crowding around Greg and Rowley tumbling around in the dirt. When the
leader of the teen gang scares away the rest of the students, they force Greg and Rowley to eat a moldy piece
of cheese that has been left on the school grounds for years. The principal turns up and the teens disappear.
The other students see the cheese in front of Rowley and believe he has eaten from it. Greg takes the blame
and claims he ate the cheese. Greg and Rowley mend their friendship. The website made daily entries until
June According to Kochman, the two initially conceived it as a book for adults, believing it would appeal to
audiences similar to that of the TV series The Wonder Years. Kochman brought it before the Abrams
publishing board, which convinced Kinney and Kochman that it would be better aimed toward children. He is
very concerned about how popular he is at school, and he daydreams a lot about being rich and famous when
he grows up. He tries to fit in at his school, but usually he does not succeed. Facing many challenges, Greg
attempts to handle them very creatively, but unfortunately his antics often backfire on him. He is always
willing to do what Greg tells him, including dangerous stunts. Rowley goes on vacations all the time, which
annoys Greg. Rowley is a loyal friend, but he sometimes behaves in an immature or childish manner. He also
dresses in an unusual way. He never gets in trouble no matter what, even when he really deserves it. Manny is
just getting toilet trained. He is known for sleeping excessively in the morning and for his rebellious attitude.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid is the first book in an ongoing book franchise. The tenth, Old School , was released
globally on November 3, The twelfth book, The Getaway was published on November 7, followed by the
thirteenth book, The Meltdown on October 30,
Chapter 3 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid - Wikipedia
That's the question Greg Heffley is asking as his town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free. But modern life has
its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an old-fashioned world.
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of Books (9A plus DIY) by Jeff Kinney Books nine through eleven in Jeff Kinney's bestselling
Diary of a Wimpy Kid series (The Long Haul, Old School, and Double Down), along with The Wimpy Kid Do-It-Yourself
Book, are now available together in a specially designed collectible boxed set.

Chapter 5 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 1 download ebook pdf
Giá»›i thiá»‡u bá»™ sÃ¡ch Diary Of A Wimpy Kid "Sinh Ä‘á»™ng, hÃ i hÆ°á»›c, háº¥p dáº«n, tá»«ng trang viáº¿t
cá»§a "Diary Of A Wimpy Kid" Ä‘Ã£ dáº«n dáº¯t ngÆ°á»•i Ä‘á»•c Ä‘i tá»« báº¥t ngá»• nÃ y Ä‘áº¿n báº¥t ngá»• khÃ¡c
qua má»—i ngÃ y cáºu bÃ© Greg lá»›n lÃªn.

Chapter 6 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid Collection
out of 5 stars - Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of Books (Books ): By Kinney, Jeff. Lot of 10 DIARY OF A WIMPY KID Books
Movie Diary by Jeff Kinney. Pre-Owned.

Chapter 7 : Diary Of A Wimpy Kid (Book 1) : Jeff Kinney :
Diary of a Wimpy Kid book 13 The MELTDOWN Release date, Name and Cover Here is the Good news for all the
Wimpy kid's fans that the Jeff Kinney the Author, illustrator and the founder of the book had officially announced the
release date of diary of a wimpy kid book

Chapter 8 : Diary of a Wimpy Kid () - IMDb
To Greg Heffley, middle school is the dumbest idea ever invented. It's a place rigged with hundreds of social landmines,
not the least of which are morons, wedgies, swirlies, bullies, lunchtime banishment to the cafeteria floor - and a festering
piece of cheese with nuclear cooties.
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Share this Rating. Title: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul () / Want to share IMDb's rating on your own site? Use the
HTML below.
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